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(ii) Whether the evidence relied upon by WAN suggesled that it would be able to demonstrate an arguable case thal the Model Law applied 
to the Hope Downs Deed 5B 

(iii) Whether WAN had an arguable case that the operation of s 21 of the IA Act would exclude the operation of the CA Act in relation to lhe 
arbltralion 60 Conclusion 65 

1 PRITCHARD J: Hancock Prospecting Ply Limited (HPPL), Mr John Langley Hancock and a number of olher parties are parties to an 

arbilration being conducted by an arbitrator pursuant to the Commercial Albitration Act 1985 (WA) (the CA Act). (Counsel for HPPL submitted 

that there were in fact a number of separate arbttrations. For ease of reference, I Will simply refer to 1he arbitralion' to encompass all of the 

matters before the arbitrator.) 

2 In the course of the arbitration, subpoenas were Issued by the Court, on HPPL's appllcatlon, to Mr Stephen Pennells, a joumalist employed 

by West Auslralian Newspapers Limited {WAN), and to WAN llself, for the production of documenls to the arbltralor. Toe subpoenas were 

subsequently amended to refine the documents sought by HPPL (the documents sought). 

3 Mr Pennells and WAN epplled to the Court by Chamber Summons daled 26 March 2012 to set aside the subpoena directed to each of 
them. 

4 Following the hearing on 7 May 2013, counsel for HPPL confirmed that HPPL no longer pursued the production of documents by Mr 

Pennells in answer to the subpoena directed lo him. Accordingly, the resolution of the present application requires consideration onty of the 
amended subpoena directed lo WAN (the subpoena). 

5 WAN seeks to set aside the subpoena on three grounds. First, WAN contends that the subpoena serves no lagmmate forensic purpose 

because the documents sought to be produced are not relevanl to the matters in issue in the arbitration. 

6 Secondly, WAN contends that the subpoena is oppressive or constitutes an abuse of process as a result of an accumulation of factors to 

Which I refer below. One of those factors was the amendments made lo the Evidence Act 1906 (WA) by the Evidence and Public lnleRJst 

Disclosure Legislavon Amendment Act 2012 [WA) (to which I will refer, using the language adopted by the parties at the hearing, as the 
Shield Laws) which came into force on 21 November 2012, 

7 Thirdly, counsel for WAN submitted that s 17(2) of the CA Act provided an alternative basis to set aside the subpoena, having regard to the 
operation of the Shield Laws. 

B For the reasons outlined below, WAN's application to set aside the subpoena should be upheld in part, on the ground that the subpoena is 
oppressive and constltules an abuse of process, having regard to the Shield Laws. 

9 These reasons deal with the folloWing matters: 

1. The factual context and the documents sought under the subpoena; 

2. The Court's jurisdiction to set aside Iha subpoena; 

3. The grounds for the application to set aside the subpoena; 

4. Principles in relation lo objections to the production of documents under a subpoena; 

5. Why WAN's oontention - that the documents sought have no legitimate forensic purpose because they are inrelevant - falls; 

6. Why WAN's contentions in relation to oppression and abuse of process - apart from its contentions in relation to the Shield 
Laws -fail; 

7. Why the subpoena should be set aside In part, on the ground that it is oppressive or constitutes an abuse of process, having 

regard to the Shield Laws; 

B. Why WAN's application to re-open, to permit it to make submissions that the CA Act does not apply to the aibltration - was 
dismissed. 

10 Before turning to deal with these matters, I note that almost all details about the arbitration, including the mailers the subject of the 

aibitration, are confidential, as a result of agreements between the parties lo the arbitration. Having regard lo that confidentiality, what follows 

is at times expressed at a relatively high level of generality, in so far as It refers to confidential information about the arbitration. 

1. The factual contnt 

11 The arbitration was commenced on 1 January 2012 pursuant to the tenns of a document referred to as the Hope Downs Deed. 

12 During 2012, and particularly during the first few months of 2012, Mr PenneUs published a number of articles in the West Australian 

newspaper in which he referred to a dispute between Ms Gina Rinehart and some of her children {which is presentiy the subject of litigation 

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales) and more generally to the affairs of the members of the Rinehart family, and to the business of 

HPPL and related companies (the Articles). 
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13 In some of the Artides, Mr Pennells makes reference to conversations he has had with Mr Hancock, and attributes e number of comments 

to Mr Hancock. In another publication, reference has been made to exclusive interviews provided to Mr Pennells by Mr Hancock. 

14 The subpoena seeks the production by WAN of documents provided to Mr Pennell• (or any other Joumalist employed by WAN) by Mr 

Hancock which relate to one or other of a 11st of subjects, or copies of recordings or notes of conversations between Mr Pennells (or any other 

ioumalist employed by WAN) and Mr Hancock which relate 10 one or other of the same list of subjects. 

2. The Court's Iur1adlctlon to eet aside tha subpoena 

15 The subpoenas were issued pursuant to s 17(1) of the CA Act, which provides: 

The Court may, on the application of any party to an arbitration agreement, and subject to and In aocordance with rules of 

court, issue a subpoena requiring a person to attend for examination before the arbitrator or umpire or requiring a person 

to attend for examination before the arbitrator or umpire and to produce to Iha arbitrator or umpire the document or 
documents specified In the subpoena. 

16 It is also convenient at this point to note the terms of s 17(2) of the CA Act, which provides: 

A person shall not be compelled under any subpoena Issued in accordance with subsection (1) to answer any question or 

produce any document which that person could not be compelled to answer or produce on the trial of an action. 

17 The 'Court' ins 17(1) includes the Supreme Court.1 

1 B Order 36B of the Rules of the Supreme Court 1971 (WA) (RSC)- which deals with the issue and selling aside of subpoenas rnore 

generally - applies to the issue of a subpoena under the CA Act.2 Order 36B r 4(1] pennits the Court, on the application of a party or any 

person with a sufficient interest, to set aside a subpoena in whole or in part, or to grant other relief in respect of it. The Court is also able to 

set aside a subpoena in the exercise of tts inherent jurtsdiction.3 It is well established that a subpoena can be sel aside under O 368 r 4, and 

in the Court's inherent jur1sdlction, where the subpoena does not serve a legitimate foranslc purpose, or where the subpoena is oppressive or 
an abuse of process.4 

3. The grounds for the ■PpllcaUon to set asld• the subpoena 

19 As I have already observed. WAN'a application to set aside the subpoena was based on three grounds. First, WAN contended the 

subpoena served no legitimate forensic purpose because the documents sought are not relevant to the matters in issue in the arbitration. 

20 Secondly, WAN contended that the subpoenas are oppressive or constitute an abuse of process as a result of en accumulation of the 
following factors: 

(I) The subpoena is too wide, It is premature, and the breadth of the subpoena and its timing are an indication that HPPL Is 

fishing or is engaged In an attempt to discover whether evidence exists, as opposed to obtaining evidence; 

(ii) The subpoena requires WAN to drew its own conclusions about the extent to which documents may be required to be 

produced; 

(iii) The subpoena seeks material which on ijs face may be incriminating or lend to reveal incriminating material; 

(iv) The subpoena requires WAN to breach agreements as lo confidentiality; 

M II would be oppressive to require WAN to produce documents which tt could not be compelled to produce in the 

arbitration, or in respect of which ii would have highly persuasive arguments to resist production In the arbitration, because 

of the operation of the Shield Laws. 

21 In addition, WAN submitted that s 17(2) of the CA Act provided a basis upon which the subpoena ought be set aside, having regard to the 

operation of the Shield Laws in the circumstances of this case. That submission was put on the basis that s 17(2) either provided a discrete 

basis for setting aside a subpoena (which was different from oppression or abuse of process) or alternatively that s 17(2) meant that the 

subpoena shall be set aside as an abuse of process. 

22 In support of its application, WAN relied on two affidavits of Mr Pennells sworn on 21 May 2012 and 20 June 2012, and an affidavN of Mr 

Robert Cronin, the Group EdHor in Chief of the newspapers published by WAN, swom on 22 May 2012. The deponents of those affidavits 

were not cross examined and I accept the evidence set out in their affidavits for the purposes of the present applicaUon. 

4. Principles in relatlon to objection• to the production of documents under• •ubpoana 
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23 The Court has Jurisdiction to set aside a subpoena on the basis that it would be an abuse of the process of the court. The authorities 

establlsh that that conclusion wltl be warranted In a variety of circumstences.5 such as where the subpoena does not have a legitimate 

forensic purpose, where the documents sought In the subpoena have no apparent relevance to the issues in dispute. where the subpoena 

may be chal'IIC!erised as a 'fishing' exercise (on the basis that tt dOes not seek to obtain evidence lo support a party's case, but rather to 

assist that party to discover whether he or she has a case at all) or where the subpoena has been used for the purpose of obtaining 
discovery against a third party. A subpoena wilt also be en abuse of procesa where it w ould be oppressive to require a party to comply with 

the subpoena. These are not exhaustive categories. The power of the Court to control and supervise its process to prevent injustice Is not 

restrtcted to defined and closed categories.I 

24 In considering whether a proceeding, or a step in a proceeding (such es the issue of a subpoena) is an abuse of p,ocess, the purpose tor 

that step wtl be relevant, as will the consequences for the those Invoking the power of the Court to act (In this case the recipient of the 

subpoena). 7 Furthermore, In determining whether a subpoena is an abuse of the court's process, the court wiU need to balance the 

coofticting rights of the party to the proceedings, who Issued the subpoena, with those of the third party who objects to it. On the one hand, 

the Issuing party has a right to obtain access to documents In the hands of a third party In order to further the ends of Justice, and so that he 

or she may. therefore, prepare a case meeting each issue arising In the procaedings. On the other hand, compfiance with a subpoena to 

produce will tnevitebly have consequences for a third party, such as the inconvenience of Identifying, collating and producing the documents 
sought, the Invasion of the subpoenaed party's right to privacy, or an undermining of the confldentlaity of Information contained In the 

documents required to be produoed.8 

25 The Court wil also need to weigh in the balance any relevant public interests which may be invoked to resist the production of documents 

(such as ctalms to public interest privilege, for example), with the public Interest In the administration of justice which may be frustrated or 

impaired if doQJrnents relevant to an issue In dispute are withheld, having regard to the evidentlary value and Importance of those documents 

in the particular lltlgation.9 

5. Why WAN's coni.ntton • that the subpo•n• nas no iegtUmate forensic pulJ)OSe because the documents sought •o Jrreley■nt. 
f!!!! 

26 In this part of my reasons, I deal with three matters: 

(a) legitimate forensic purpose • the degree of relevance required; 

(b) whelher it Is open to WAN to rely upon ~relevance as a ground for concluding that lhe documents have no legitimate forensic 

purpose; 

(c) Why the documents sought are apparently relevant to the Issues in dispute in the arbitration. 

(•I Legitimate forensic purpose • the degree of nlevance required 

27 The legal principles relevant to the question whether a subpoena issued in support ol an arbitration S&lVes a legitimate forensic purpose 

were summarised by Beech Jin Alint,i Sales Ptyl.td v Woodside En•l'flyPty l.tri.10 Although that case concerned an application for the 
grant of leave to issue a subpoena retumable before trial, and the prior grant of leave is no longer required for the issue of a subpoena, the 

pnnciples outlined by his Honour nevertheless remain appicable to assessing whether a subpoena serves a legitimate forensic purpose. I 

gratefully adopt his Honoufs summary of the principles. His Honour observed:11 

There la a legitimate forensic purpose for the issue of a subpoena for doQJments in respect of a document or class of 

documents that Is apparently relevant. 

Apparent relevance is a tow threshold. It Is not a question of whether tt appears that the party issuing the subpoena could, 

or could probably, tender the document in evidence. Rather it Is enough to establish apparent relevance ~ a document or 

class of documents gives rise to a Une of enquiry relevant to the Issues before the ll1er ol fact, including for the purpose of 

meeting the opposing case by way of cross-examination. 

In determining relevance, the difficulty of assessing relevance prior to trial must be taken into account The necessity for 

having a document in order to fairly dispose of the issues at trial might well not become apparent before trial. 

Ultimately the relevance of the documents produced Is for the arbitrator. It is not appropriate for the court to embart< on a 

detailed prellmlnary inquiry invotving evidence from the party seeking to issue the subpoenas and the company (or 

companies) against whom the subpoenas are sought to be issued. 

Apparent relevance is to be assessed by reference to the Issues In the arbitration taking into account the competing 

contentions of the parties. 
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Generally, et least in considering questions ol apparent relevance, the court should rK>t attempt to resolve questions ol 

construction that arise between the parties ... , (case references omitted) 

28 Before dealing with the question whether the documents sought under the subpoena have apparent relevance, it Is necessary to mention 

HPPL's contention that It was not open to WAN to resist production ol the documents sought on the basis that they are Irrelevant to tilt 
issues in the arbitration. 

(b) Whether It Is open to WAN to rely upon Irrelevance as • ground for concluding that the documents have no legitimate forensic 

purpose 

29 Counsel for HPPL submitted that It was not appropriate for a subpoenaed party to aeek to set aside a subpoena on the ground ol 

irrelevance ol the documents sought. I understood that to amount to a submission Iha! it was not appropriate for a subpoenaed party lo make 

such a submission ij it did not have a real or legitimate basis for that contention, and t.'1at WAA was not able to object on the ground of 

relevance In this case. 

30 Counsel for HPPL submitted that in this case it was difficult to see how WAN coul<l have any real or proper basis for objecting to the 

production ol lhe documents sought when no objection was pursued by any of the parties to the arbitration. That submission cannot be given 

any weight. The failure by any party to the art>ltration to object at this stage cannot be viewed es an Indication of the acceptance by any or 
them of the relevance of any documents which might be produced to the arbitrator under the subpoena. A failure 10 object at !his stage does 

not preclude a party to the arbitration from raising an objection lo the inspection oflhe documents, or objecting to the admission of any 

documents, the tender of which Is sought in the course of the arbttration, 

31 In support of its primary submission, HPPL relied upon an observation made by Perry J In S•nto• v PJp•linea Authority ot South 
Au•lta/ia,12 where his Honour said:13 

The concept of relevance, for the purposes of discovery or production of documents is, of course, wider than the concept 

of relevance for the purposes ol admission. Be that as It may, generally speaking, a stranger to an action who is asked to 
prodUCS documents wil not be heard to object on Ille ground of relevance, as ii is not approprtate for a non-party lo 

penJse pleadings and the like and attempt to assess what may or may not be relevant to proceedings to which he or She Is 
not a party. 
For similar reasons, it will be difficult for a third party to Justify resistance to production on the ground that production Is not 

necessary for disposing fairly of proceedings In which he or she is not otherwise involved. 

32 Counsel for HPPL submitted that the observations of Perry J were referred to with approval by the Full Court of !his court in Apache 

Notrl>we•t Pty I.Id v Western Power Co,poration.14 

33 I am unable to accept HPPL's submissions, for five reasons. 

34 First, I respectfully observe that there is a considerable degree ol ambiguity In the remarks made by Perry J. His Honour did not say that a 

non-party could not object to production of docUments under a subpoena on the grounds or relevance. Read in context his Honoufs remarks 

lend to suggest that his real Intention was to emphasise that it would be dlffiOJtt for s non-party to make suell an objection, given that the non 

-party woutd not be familiar with the issues in !he Ntigation, and might (at best) be restricted to an examination of the pleadings in an action as 

the basis for submissions about re~evance. 

35 Secondly, I do not accept that the observations of Ille Full Court in Apache can accurately be described as approving the remarks made 

by Perry J . Prior to quoting from his Honour's Judgment, !he Full Court observed that li]n the Santos (No Z) case, In !he Judgment ol Perry J 

(at 22) his Honour went so far as to suggest that ... • (emphasis added).15 In addHlon, alter quoting his Honour, the Full Court observed:t& 

The respondent did not seek to maintain that position [that is, the position set out by Perry J] before (the judge al first 
lnstancel or before this Court, but the point still remains Iha~ ultimately, the relevance of the material Is for the 81bittator, 

and it is not appropriate at the present stage of the art>itration proceedings to embal1< upon a detailed preliminary Inquiry 

lnvoMng evidence from the respondent and the companies against whom subpoenas are sought 10 be Issued, although 

not from !he selers, as to wheth&r the documents would ultimately be admi .. ible In the arbitration. Without having Iha 

infonmalion contained in the documents, the respondent would be placed at s grave disadvantege in eny SUCh Inquiry. 

3tl Thirdly, the obSarvations made by the Full Court in rasped of the remarks made by Parry J constitute oblterdicts. In my respectful view, 

when seen In their context, the Full Court's reference to those remarks was made in the course of empha$1slng !he difficulties whieh arise in 

assessing the rolev81'1C9 ol documents far in advance of a trial, and in the absence of consideration by an parties of Ille content of those 

documents. 
37 Fourthly, there are e number of authorities which establish !hat the recipient of a subpoena cen talse the question ol lhe apparent 

relevance of the documents sough! under a subpoena, even though that person, who will not be a party to the litigation, will not have a fUII 

appreciation of !he issues so as ta be able to demonstrate the irrelevance of the documents sought.17 

38 Fifthly, one of the diff'ICUlties which may arise if a non11arty is penmitted to seek to set aside a subpoena on the grounds that H does not 

serve a legitimate forensic purpose Is that such en application, if made without a real or proper foundation, has the potential to be used In 

such a way as to lnterfent with the administration ol justice.11 However, In the course ol modem litigation subpoenas ara able to be issued 

Without the leave of the Court, and may be used to seek a Wide range of documents, the production of which may incur considerable 
lnoonvenience, if not expense, for the subpoenaed party. To deny that person the opportunity to set aside a subpoena on the grounds that 
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the documents do not have any apparent relevance to the Issues in dispute in the p r oceeding (to the extent that that !!•rson has any 

knowledge or those issues) would potentially w011< an injustice. 

39 In any event, the nosolution of this Issue is not determinative or WAN'• application to set aside the subpoena. HPPL •ubmltted that the 

documents sought were apparently relevant to the issues in the arbitration and that the subpoena therefore served a legitimate fotenlic 

purpose. In so far as HPPL bears an onus of establishing the apparent relevance of Iha documents sought, 19 I am satisfied that it has done 

so, for the reasons set out below. 

(c) Why tile documents sought are apparently relevant to the Issues In dispute In the arbitration 

40 WAN submitted that the 'pleadings' In the art:,~ration were not settled, with the result that the Issues in c!ispute In Iha arbitration have not 

yet been determined. That submission cannot be accepted, having regard to the affidavit evidence adduced by HPPL, which reveals that the 

parties to the arbitration have now filed points of claim and points of defence. Those documents contain allegations of obligations owed by 

certain parties, includtng Mr Hancoek, under the Hope Downs Deed and another agreement referred to as the Deed of Obligation and 

Release (the Deed of Obligation), and allege con<1Jet by those parties in breach of those obligations. For present purposes, it sUffices to say 

that the nature and effect or the obligations under those Deeds which are said to be relevant to the Issues In the arbitration are d isputed, and 

there are pleas of non-admission or denlal in respect of the allegations of the breach of those obligations and the material facts relied upon 

as giving rise to those breaches. 

41 Counsel for WAN also submitted that some of the documents sought did not appear to be relevant to the Issues in dispute, because the 

subject matter to which the subpoena specifies that the documents relate (for ""ample certain shareholdings, and documenta relating lo 

certain tenements) does not have any obvious connection to the matters referred to in the points of claim and defence. 

42 I am unable to accept that submission. As the principles set out above make clear. rt is not appropriate to undertake e detaUed enquiry into 

tile relevance of the documents sought, A~ugh the proper construction of the Hope Downs Deed end the Deed of Obligation Is in issue In 

the art:>ltration, at first blush it appears that the obligations created by those Deeds which are said to be relevant in this case have a wide 

application. Ir that is correct, It Is difficult to see why documents as described in Iha subpoena woud not relate to the matters referred to in 

the points or claim and defence. In so far as the documents sought include documents relating to certain shareholdings, and documents 

relating to certain tenements, If documents of that kind are held by WAN, that may give rise to a Yne of enquiry in relation 10 the matterw In 

digpute, such as the anegetions made in [65) - 1711 of the Third Amended Points of Claim. 

43 Bearing in mind the tow thrashotd for apparent relevance, I am satisfied that the documents sought are apparently relevant to the issues in 

dispute in the arbitration. The matters referred to in the Articles suggest that Mr Pennells (and thus WAN) may have documents falling within 

the scope of the subpoena and that, at the least, any such documents may give rl$8 to a Mne of inquwy concaming the obligation referred to in 

clause 10 of the Hope Downs Deed, end in clause 4 of the Deed or Obligation, or mey assist HPPL to make out its case. In my view, 

therefore, ~ cannot be said that the subpoena would not serve a legitimate forensic purpose. 

e. Why WAN'• contention that the subpoena 11 oppr,sslve and an abuse of proceu (otl1er than havtng regard to the Shield Lawal 

falls 

44 WAN contended that the subpoena was oppressive and an abuse of process having regard to a runber of factors. Counsel for WAN 

made clear that those factors were not relied upon separately and alternatively but rather that WAN's case for oppression and abuae of 

process depended upon an accumulation or all of the factors set out in [20) above. 

45 lnltially, the factors on which WAN relied did not include any reference to the Shield Laws (because the Shield Laws did not come Into 

operation until 21 November 2012. Once the Sh!eld Laws came Into openition, counsel for WAN refied upon the Shield Laws as providing en 

additional factor which, When considered together which all of the other factors on which h e nilled, supported the conduslon that the 

subpoena was oppressive and an abuse of process. 

46 For the purposes of this part of my reasons, II is convenient to deal with all of the fadors relied upon by WAN, other than the Shield Laws, 

in support of Its contention that the sut,poana is oppressive and an abuse of process. I am not persuaded that the factors rel~ upon by 

WAN (other than the Shield Laws), whether considered Individually or collectively, support the conclusion that the subpoena should be set 

aside. 

(I) WAN'• contention that the subpoena la too wide, It Is premature, and the breadth of tile subpoena and Its timing are an 

Indication that HPPL Is fishing or Is engaged In an attempt to discover whether evidence exists, •• opposed to obbllnlng evidence 

47 Counsel for WAN submitted that the subpoena was too wide because the documents sought were described as tt,ose 'relating to' certain 

matters which themselves were very general In nature. I em unable to accept that submisalon for the reasons outlined above, particulerty as 

the subpoena seeks only such documents as were received by Mr Pennells, or any journaUst employed by WAN, !rorn Mr Hancock, on or 

after a particular date, 
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48 Counsel for WAN submitted that the subpoena was premature In that the Issues in the arbitration were not yet defined, end that the time 

frame applicable to the documents sought under 1he subpoena, which extended beyond the commencement of the arbitration and tt,e fii ng of 

points of daim in the arbitration, suggested that any documents produced would go to allegations not yet formulated In the arbitration. Those 

submissions cannot be accepted. As I have already noted, the issues In the arbitration have now bean defined by the exchange of points of 
claim and defences to points of dalm. 

49 Counsel for WAN also submitted that the subpoena was premature In that the orthodox methodology of obtaining disclosure from the 

parties to the arbitration had not been exhausted. Toe fact that documents sought pursuant to a subpoena might also be sought in discovery 

cloes nol of itse~ mean that the subpoena Is an abuse of process. In any even~ I am unable to accept the submission that sU of the 

documents sought In the subpoena could have been obtained in discovery from Mr Hancock. In so far as the subpoena seeks the production 

of documents provided by Mr Hancock to Mr Pennells, it is possible that copies of those documents may also be In the possession of Mr 

Hancock, but that Is not inevitable. In so hlr as 1he subpoena seeks notes or recordings of conversations between Mr Pennels and Mr 

Hana:ick, it appears to be very unlikely that any such documents (or even copies thereof) would be in the possession of Mr Hancock. 

50 Counsel for WAN also submitted that the breadth of the subpoenas and their timing were indications that HPPL was 'f!Shing', and 

attempting to ascertain whethe< evidence eldsted, rather than to obtain evidence. This submission cannot be accepted. Toe content of the 

Articles, in light of the pleadings In the arbitration which are in evidence, suggests that WAN is likely to have documents of apparent 

relevance to the matters In issue. There Is no requirement that to avoid the stigma of 'fishing', a party must already be in possession of some 

evidence before Issuing a subpOena. In tile interests of fairness, litigation should be conducted on the footing that au relevant documentary 

evidence is available.20 

51 It was also submitted that there was no justification for an early return of the subpoena. I dO not accept that submission. One object of 

permitting the ear1y return of subpoenas Is to enable the parties to appraise the strengths and weaknesses of their case at an ear1y stage in 

the proceedings.21 That being so, the mere fact that the subpoena requires the production of the documents sought In advance of any 
hearing Is not, of ltseW, oppressive. 

52 It was submitted that the width of the subpoena and its prematurity suggested that the documents sought were at the periphery of, rather 

than central to, the arbitration. I am unable to accept that submission. Having regard to the terms of clause 10 of the Hope Downs Deed end 

clause 4 of the Deed of Obligation, and the al egationS at par [62] - [71] of the Points of Claim, W WAN hokls any documents of the kind 

descnbed In the subpoena, such documents may be directly relevant to some of the factual issues in dispute In the arbitration. 

(II) WAN'• contention that the aubpoena requires WAN to draw Its own condualons about the extent to which document11 may be 

required to be produced 

53 Counsel for WAN submitted that the subpoena requwed WAN to draw its own conclusions abOUt the extent to which material was required 
to be proooced. This was said to result from the fact that the documents sought were desatbed as documents 'relating to' other matters 

which were not defined with precision. 

S4 It Is wel estabi shed 1hat It is net leglUmate to use a subpoena for the purpose of endeavouring to obtain what would, in effect, be 

discovery of documents from a non-party who Is not llablo to make discovery. This ensures that a non-party, who will ordinarily be Ignorant of 

the issues in dispute between other parties to litigation, is not to require to go to the trouble and expense of searching through his or her 

records and endeavouring to form a judgment as to whether any of those records IIYow Wght on the dispute.22 But~ does not follow that a 
subpoena requiring the production of documents 'relating to' a specified subject matter Is no,cessarily objectionable on the ground that it calls 

for discovery.23 

55 In my view, the subpoena does not nsquire WAN to engage in an exercise tantamount to discovery. Allhough some of the subject matter 

to which the documents sought In the &ubpoena must relate is described in broad terma, the scope of the documents sought Is narrowed by 

other crtterla referred to In the subpoena lnciudinll the origin of the documents, and the time frame In which the documents were received. In 

my view, the documents Which must be produced are desaibed with sufficient specificity that the subpoena cloes not necessitate WAN 

making a determination of the extent to which particular documents might shed light on the issues In dispute in the arbitration. 

(UI) WAN'• contention that the subpoen11 Heks material which on It• face may be Incriminating or tend to reveal Incriminating 

msterlal 

56 Counsel for WAN submitted that the documents sought under the subpoena may be Incriminating, because those documents pertained to 
a period of time in which suppression orders made by the Supreme Court of New South Wales were in place. 

57 I am unable to accept that submission. It is entirely speculative whether any of the documents sought would themselves constitute, or 

contain, evidence Which is Incriminating. Toe time frame to which the documents sought must pertain does not appear to coincide in its 

entirety with the pertod during which the suppression order made by the New South Wales Supreme Court wn in place. Given the 

suppression order has been lifted, It is hlr from apparent how the mere possession of a document containing Information which migtlt have 

been subject to that suppression order could, of Itself, constitute evidence of a breach of the suppression order. 
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(Iv) WAN'a contention that the aubpoena requl,.• WAN to b,.ach agre1menta •• to confldentiallty 

58 Counsel for WAN submitted that It was apparent from the evidence that production of the documents sought would reveal confidential 

information imparted In circumstances ol confidence, and the confidential sources of that information. 

59 He aubmltted that any pubic benefit In reqLiling production of the documents sought was outweighed by lhe pubnc interest in maintaining 
agreements of confldentlality made between joumallsts and their sources, and in protecting the identity ol confidential sources of informatton. 

Counsel relied on a practice - which Is often referred to as 'the newspaper rule' • which he submitted was to the effect that netther a media 

owner nor Its journalists wil ordinarily be required to discloaa confldential information, at least at the interlocutory stage, unless necessary in 
the interests of justice, or for some other slmlla~y compelling reason. 

60 Counsel for WAN noted that HPPL did not contend that the production of the documents sought was necessary to do justice between It 

and the other parties to the art>ltration, or In the interests of Justice. Counsel for WAN also submitted that It could not be said that production 

of the documents sought was necessary to do justice between the parties to the arbitration or was otherwise In the interests of justice 

because the documents sought could have been obtained from Mr Hancock by way of discovery in the arbitnltion. and it was oppressive to 

aaek material from non-parties when another, simpler means of obtaining them was available, but had not been pursued. I have dealt with 

the substance of the latter submissions already. In this section of my reasons, I deal with lhe following matters: 

(a) the evidence as to the confidentiality of the Information and the sources of the Information; 

(b) claims lo confidentiality and subpoenas: and 

(c) why WAN's submissions as to the newspaper 'rule' fail. 

(a) Th• evidam:• as to lh• contldenlill/ly of the information end !he sources of information 
61 Having regard to the evidence set out In the affidavits of Mr Pennells and Mr Cronin, I accept that Mr Pennella has given undertakings of 

confidentiality to a number of pe™>ns who have provided him with information· eHher to preserve the confidentiality of their identity, or of lhe 

Information proYided, or both. I also accept that Mr Pennels is subject to an obligation of confidence with respect to that informatJon, and to 
an ethical obligation as a Journalist to maintain the confidentiality of that information. 

62 I accept that each of the communicetlOna in which Mr Pennens was provided with information by other people took place in the course of 

his employment as a ;oumalist with WAN. 

63 I accept Mr Pennells' evidence that production of the documents sought would cause him to breach those oblgations of confidence with 

more than one soun:e, as production would require him to reveal infom1ation that is confidential and Which was given to him on condition that 

he not reveal it, or the name of the person who gave the information to him, without their prior approval. 

64 I accept Mr Pennells' evidence that as a journalist, he is bound by an ethical obligation to respect and observe undertakings of confidence 

given to any sources. and tllat observing undertakings of confidentiality is fundamental to his obligation as a Joumalist to act in the Interests of 

the public to ensure the open communication of information on Issues of public importance. 

65 I also accept that WAN regards itself as bound by the same ethical obligations as Its journalists, and that It therefore regards itself as 

bound to respect the confidentiality of information received by Mr Pemells on the basis of an l#ldertaking to keep that Information 

ronfldentiel. 

(IJ) Claims lo conf/dentiallty and subpoenas 

66 Counsel for HPPL submitted that the affidavit evidence was Insufficient to estabish any ciaim to confidentiality orto some form of 

'prtvilege' with respect to the documents sought. There were tnree planks to this submission. First, counsel emphasised that the terms of the 

subpoena made clear that tne only documents sought under tile subpoena were documents provided to Mr Pennens by Mr Hancock. 
Secondly, counsel for HPPL submitted that the subpoena did not seek any documents raveaflng the confidential Identity of any Informant, 

because the subpoena only sought Information provided by Mr Hancock {whose identity as an informant to Mr Pennello was known by virtue 

of the fad that in some of the Articles Mr Pennell& ottrtbuted certain information to Mr Hancock}. Thirdly, counsel for HPPL submitted that the 

affidavit evidence retied upon by WAN was Inadequate to support a claim for the confidentiality of any documents sought because Mr 

Pennells did not specify the souroe of any obllgalion ol confidentiality. 

fi7 Given that It appears that WAN holds documents whld\ fall within the scope of the subpoena, then by virtue of the descriptJon ol the 

dOCUments sought, those documents wlll necessartly have been provided to Mr Pennella (or another joumaliat employed by WAN) by Mr 

Hancock. or contain references to communications between Mr Pennells and Mr Hancock. 

68 The question arises as to whether any of those document& may be subject to en obligation that either the source of the information In 

them, or the content of that Information, remain confidential. Mr Pennell& does not depose that sll of lhe information or documentation which 

was provided to him by third parties was provided on the basis of his undertaking that that information or documentation, or the source ol i~ 

would be kept confldantial. 
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611 Having regard to other evidence before the Court, the latter claim could not be made. In a number of the Articles, Mr Pennello attr1buted 

information to Individuals such as Mr Hancock. Mr Pennell& deposes that he has only ever attributed informatiOn to particular persons where 

he has the express authortty of those persons. It folloWs that the Information attributed to Mr Hancock In the Articles was not provided to Mr 
Pennells In circumstances where either his identity or the content of the information, was subject to an obligation Of confldentialily. 

70 Novertheless, the second ptank of HPPL's submissions as to tho adequacy of the affidavit evidence must be rejected. The fact that a 

journalist attributes Information to a source does not exclude the possibility that other information or documentation was provided by that 

source on the basis that It, or the identity of the source, be kept confidential. Mr Pennella' evidence, Which was not contested, is that ~ 

documents are produced under the subpoena, that wll involve the breach of an agreement with more than one source to keep the 

information provided, and the Identity of the sourca, confidential. 

71 The third plank of HPPL's submissions as to the adequacy of tho affidavit evidence must also be rejected. Counsel fOf HPPL submitted 

that Mr Pennells' evidence was defoeient because Mr Pennells Oid not specify the iden tity of the persons to whom he provided undertakings of 

confidentiality. However, Mr Pennells deposed that produC1ion of matertal pursuant to the subpoena Issued to him would cause him to brnch 

agreements of confldentiallty as it would require Mr Peooells to reveal inrormation given on the oondlUon that Mr Pennens not reveal the 

inl01Tnation, Of the name of the person Who provided that information to him. Given the terms of the amended subpoena, I am unable to see 

how Mr Pennells could have given more specific evidence in relaUon to the persons to whom he provided undertakings of confidentiality, 

without breaching those undertakings. 

72 Having regard to the affidavit evidence, I draw the following conclusions. If WAN holds documents falling within the scope of the 

subpoena, the affidavit evidence suggests that at least some of those documents may be the subject of an obligation of confidentiality, either 

as to the source or the information (that is, the informant's Identity) or as to the content of tile Information Itself. HOW9ver, tt Is not possible to 

say that an of the documents held by WAN would necessarily be subject to an obigation of confidentiality. That Is beceuse there Is no 

information before the Court to Indicate whether documents held by WAN contain information which has been publicly disclosed as having 

been provided by Mr Hancock. If WAN holds documents of that kind. then thOse documents (to that extent) could not be the subject of any 

dalm to confidentiai ty. 

73 However, even though WAN holds documents within the scope of the subpoena which contain Information which is sullject to an 

obligation of confidence, the existence of1hat obligation, of Itself, does not mean that the subpoena is oppresaive.24 The rtsk to the 

confldtntiallly Of documents sought under a subpoena must ordinarily be tolerated In the interests of the administration of JusUce.25 

Nevertheless, confldenUallty is a factor which is to be taken into account in considering whether a subpoena should be set aside on the 

ground that tt is oppressive.28 

7 4 Accordingly, although I accept that some of the documents sought are subject to an obligation of confidentiality, any such confidentiality, 

of itself, would not wanrent setting the subpoena aside on the grounds that~ is oppressive. 

(c) Why WAN's submission• as 10 lhe newspap,,,. 'rule' fail 

75 I am unable to accept WAN's submissions that having regaro to tho newspaper rule, the subpoena should be set aside on the ground that 

it is an abuse of process, or oppressive. At the outset, It is appropriate to make two observaUons. Fln;t, the so-called newspaper 'rule' Is not, 

in fact, a rule at all, but simply a praC1Ice which has developed over time to inform the exercise of a court's discretion whether to require a 
journalist Of news media defendant to disclose a confidential source of informatlon.27 

76 Secondly, despite the existence Of the newspaper rule, it remains the position at common law: 

that the media and joumallsts have no public Interest immunity from being required to disclose their sources Of information 

when such disclosure Is necessary in the Interests of justice ... • The point is that there Is a paramount Interest in the 

administration of jusUce which requires that cases be tried by court5 on the relevant and edmissible evidence. This 

paramount public interest yields only to a superior public Interest, such as the public Interest In the national security. The 

role of the media In colleding and disseminating Information to the public does not give ri■e to a public Interest w hich can 

be allowed to prevail over the pubi c interest of a litigant In securing a trlal Of his action on the basis of the relevant and 

admissible evidence. No doubt tile free flow of information is a vital Ingredient in the investigative journalist which Is such 

an important feature of our society. lnformaUon is more readily supplied to joumallsts when lhey undertake to preserve 

confidentiality in relation to their sources of information. tt stands to reason that the free lloW of information would be 

reinforced, to some extent at least, If the courts were to confer absolute protection on that confidentiality. But this would 

set such a high value on a free press and on freedom of Information as to leave Iha individual without an effective remedy 

In respect of defamatory Imputations published in the media. 

That is why the courts have refused to accord absolute protedion on the conftdanliality of the joumaist's source of 
Information, whilst at the same time Imposing some restraints on the entitlement of a litigant to compel disclosure of the 

Identity of the source. In effect, the courts have acted according to the principle that disclosure of the source wtll not be 

requred unless It Is necessary in the interests of )ustice.28 

77 With these observations in mind, I turn to consider the content of the newspaper rule. Although the precise area Of operation or the 'rule' 

has been descnbed as being 'shrouded In uncertainty,'29 the rule has been stated es applying in a 'defamation or related adion', or in 

procaedings for 'defamation and, pemaps, other analogous aC11ons'.30 Within that oontext, the rule will ordinarily be applied In relation to 

interiocutory proceedings, typlcaly in relation to appicatlons for discovery Of interrogatories, although It has been suggested that even at trial 

the court will not compel disdosure unless it is necessary to do Justice between tile parties.31 
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78 What IICllons can be said to constitute 'analOgous actions' 0< 'related' action. (vis a vis a defamation action) has not been fully el(plon>d, 

but despite suggestions that the nBWSpaper rule shouid be understoOd as a rule ol general appUcaUon, a broad view of 11\e rule ha• been 

rejected.32 

79 I tum, then, to consider whetl>er the newspaper rule assists WAN in Its contention that the subpoena is opj)Alssive. I am unable to accept 

that the newspaper rule, or the authOrilies in relation to the nBWSpaper rule, provide support for WAN's case, because the arbilratlon does not 

involve an acllon for defamation, nor can the arbitration be characterised as a ·related' or 'enatogolJS' action (as compared with a defamation 

action). 

80 Some of the Issues in dispute in 11\e lllllitrellon to which the documents sought 818 said to be relevant concern Issues of confidentiality. 

However, the authorities do not provide suppon for the conclusion that the 'rela ted' Of' 'analogous' actionS to Which the newspaper rule may 

extend include an acllon for, or a/Ising from, en alleged breach ol confidence. 

81 In Btltlslr Steel Corporal/On v Granade Ttie'lision LldJ3 a majol'ity of the House of LoN!s held that the newspaper rule had no 
appficalion in the context of an action fo, lhe clel'IWl)I up of documents said to have been given to the -ndant in breach of an oblijjation of 

confldence.34 

82 The High Court in John Fairfax end Sona Ud v Cojuangcos& &p!)(l>Ved the decision in Gran_ In several respects, bul the Court did 
not expn1ssty address the question whether then~ rule extended to actions for breach of confidence. That Is not SI.Ul)flsing- the 

Issue before the Court did not concern Whether the newspaper rule applied in actions tor breaell of conlldence. However, in view of the 

Court's strong endotsemenl of the rejection of a broad apj)iication of the nBWSpaper rule in Btftlsh StHI Corporat/otl v Granade Te/fJvision 

Ltd It Is difficult to discem any basis upon whlell it might now be said that In Australia the newspaper rule applies to actions fo,, or arising 
from, a breech of conlidenee. In this respect, I respectf\Jlly egree with the obseNations made by Brereton J in AMI AU£tnlill Holdings Pty 

1.td "Fairfax Madi• Publications Pty Ltd.36 

83 The decision of the Court of Appeal in WHI Au•tnlilm Newspapers Ltd v Bond is not inconsistent with this conclusion.37 Buss JA, with 

Whom OWen JA and Wheeler JA agn,ed, noted that the newspaper rule only applies In the context ol a 'defamation or related ectiOn' or 
proceeding• for 'defamation and, perhaps, other analogous actions'. In support of this propositlon he relied on Cojwn{ICo and Granade. The 

Court of Appeal (lil<e the tr1a1 judge) dealt With the appeal on the assumption that the newspaper rule appfied. Given that ths plsad'ings 

tnvolved an allegation of defamation (as well as an IICllon for breach of confidence) that assumption Is not clifficult to underatand. The 
reasoning of the Court does not support the concfu31on that the newspaper M e has a wider application outside the defamation context. 

7. Why the MJl>Ooena should be set Hide, haying n,gard to a 17{21 of the CA Act and the Shield Laws 

8'4 For the reaaons set out below, I have concluded that haVing regard to the operation of the Shield Laws, the subpoena should be set a Bide 

on the ground that ii Is oppressive end an abuse of process, other than in so far as any of the documents sought contein infOnnation which 

nas been sttsibuled in the Articles to a partieular infom,ant or informants. 

65 Although WAN relied on Iha operation of the Shield Laws, In conjunction with all of the other facton, I have addressed above, as 
warranting the condusion that the subpoena should be set aside, in my view the operation of the Shield Laws Is a factor sufficient of Itself to 

warrant the concfuslon that the subpoena is oppressive and an abuse of process. In order to e)Q)lein that conc:luslon, I deal with the f0!1owing 

matters in this pert of my reasons: 

(a) Overview of the Shield Laws; 
(b) WAN's contentions in relation to lhe Shiel<I Laws; 

(c) The t11mporal operation of the Shield L-s; 

(d) The meaning and operation of s 17(2) of the CA Act; 

(e) Why the subpoena should be set aside on the basis that ii is opp,essive end an abUse ol process. 

(a) o-...,,_ of the Shield La-
86 The Sllie1d Laws cams Into operation on 21 November 2012. They have two parts. First, s 208 - s 20F of the Evidence Act (the PCRP 

provlSions) are c:onceme<I wi!h protecting the confldentialily of 'prolecled oonfldences' and 'protected idantily infonnalion' In a vanely of 

circumstances_ The second plank of the Shield Laws ls concerned with whether journalists can be compelled to give e'lidence of the identity 

of their infom,ants (the journalists' in10<mants provisions). 

/i) The PCRP prolfls/ona 

87 Subsection 20C(1) is the souroe of the protection affo<ded to protected conftdences. tt provfdas: 
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(1) A court may direct that evidence not be adduced in a proceed;ng if Ille coort finds that adducing tt would disclose• 

(a) a protected confidence; or 

(b) the contents of a document recording a protected confidence: or 

(c) protected identity information. 

88 A 'protected confidence" is defined to mean: 

89 'a communication made by a pen,on in confidence to another person (the confidant) • 

(a) In the course of a relationship in which the confidant was acting in a professional capacity; and 

(b) when the confidant was under an express or Implied obligation not to disclose its contents, whether or not the 

obligation arises under law or can be Inferred from the nature of the relationship between the penson and the 

confidant. 

90 The term 'protected identity information' means , n1ormation about, or enabing a person to ascertain, the Identity of Iha person who made 

a protected confidence'.SB 

91 A 'confidant' includes a journalist,39 namely a person engaged In the profession or occupation of journalism In connection with the 

publication of information in a news medlum.40 A 'news medium' Is 'a medium for the dissemination to the public or a section of the public of 

news end observations on newit:4.41 

92 Section 20C does not mandate the exdusion of evidence In a proceeding on the basis that the evidence would disclose a protected 
confidence or protected identity Information. Instead, the Court has a discretion whether to give such a directlon.42 However, the court must 

give the direction contemplated in s 20C(1) if tt is satisfied of two things: 

(a) It Is likely that harm would or might be caused, whether directly or Indirectly, to lhe protected confider if the 

evidence is adduced; and 

(b) the nature, extent and likelihood of the harm outweigh the deslrabWity of the evidence being given.43 

93 The court has a wide discretion with respect to the matters to which ii may have regard for the purpose of determining whether to make a 

direction under s 20C but In exercising that discretion it must have regard to ten factors, which are set out in s 20C(4) of the Evidence Act. 
The transparency of that weighing process is secured by tile requirement that the court must slate Its reasons for giving or refusing to give a 

direction under s 2DC of the Evidence Act.44 
94 For completeness. I note that the protection afforded by s 20C may be lost (if the protected confider consents to the disctosure46) or 

unavailable (in the case of mlsconduct4B). 

95 In his second reading speech for the Evidence and Public Interest Disclosure Legislation Amendment Bill (the 8111)47 the Attorney General 

indicated that the PCRP provisions: 

are intended to assist professionals in reconciling their ethical obligations to preserve their cRent's confidenllatity and their 

legal obligations to give evidence when required to do so by a court The bill reconciles these confflcting obllgations by 

vesting a guided discretion in the court to exclude evidence of a confidential communication. The discretion vested In the 

oourt conslsta of two components. The first component Is a threshold component, providing that the protection can apply 

only when the communication was made in the courw of a professional relationship In which the confidant was under an 

express or Implied obligation not to disclose lta contents. The protected Information can be information about the content 

of the communication, documents that would reveal that content or information that would make it possible to disoover the 

identity of the maker of the communication. 
... The bil also conrwms lhat the PCRP provisions apPly to Journalists acting in a professional capacity when Information 

was disclosed to them In circumstances of express or Implied confidentiality. 

Under the second oomponent, the bill requires the responsible court to determine whether or not the nature and extent of 

the harm that may be caused to the confidant, either directly or Indirectly, outweighs the desirability of the evidence being 

given. If the harm outweighs the desirablllty of the evidence being given, a oourt must give a direction that evidence not be 

adduced. As part of this essential balancing exercise, the bill conlllins a se~es of factors that a oourt must take into 

account, inetuding the nature of tile proceedings, the importenoe of the evidence, and the means available to the coutt to 

limit the hann that is likely to be caused by disclosing the evidence. 

(ii) TII• }oum•lists' lnfonn•nta p10vlsions 
96 Section 201 of the Evidence Act is the souroe of the protection afforded to journalists from being compefted to give evidence as to the 

identity of confidenUat informants. Section 201 provides: 
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If a Journalist has promised an Informant not to disdose the informant's Identity, neither the joumallst nor a person for 

whom the journaist was wo11<1ng at the time of the promise Is oompeHable to give evidence that WOUid dlscklse the lderiity 
of the informant or enable that identity to be ascertained (Identifying eviel9nce). 

97 An 'lnformanr is 'a person who gives Information to a journalist In the normal course of the journalist's wor1< in the expectation that the 

information may be published In a news medium'.48 The terms 'joUmaist' and 'news medium' are defined in terms identical to their definition 

in relation to the PCRP provisions.49 

98 In the case of evidence which would disclose the Identity of a confidential informant (ldentlfylng evidence), s 201 creates a presumption 
that neither the journalist nor his or her employer can be compeled to give that evidence. That protection is not, however, absolute. A person 
acting judiciany may direct a journanst or his or her employer to give identifying evidence, but only ~ satisfied that 'having regard to the Issues 

to be determined in the proceeding, the public interest in the disdosure of the Identity of the Informant outw9ighs -

(a) any likely adverse effect of the disdosure of the identity on the informant or any other person: and 

(b) the public interest in the communication of facts and opinions to the public by the news media and, 

accordingly also. in the ability of the news media to access sources of fads.60 

99 As is the case under s 20C(4), the person acting judicialy has a wide discretion with respect to the matters to Which he or she may have 

regard for the purpose of determining whether to make a direction or this kind, but must have regard to ten factors set out in • 20J(3). The 

transparency of this weighing process is secured by the requirement that reasons must be given for giving or refuaing a direction under s 

20J.61 
100 The protection afforded by s 201 may be lost if the Informant consents to the journalist giving the Identifying evidence (s 20L) or In the 

case of misconduct on the part of an Informant or a journal s! (s 20K). 

101 In his second reading speech for the Bill, the Attorney General indicated that: 

This biA se,ves the public interest of preserving appropriate confid111ntiality while recognising that jOumallsts play a vital role 

in ensuring the free flow of facts and Information to the public. It follows that the public Interest In the free ffow of 

Information Is served by supporting )oumaisls In their profesaional capacity. In many instances, the role that journalists 

play Is assisted by the provision of information by sources. Such sources may often wish to remain anonymous and 

Indeed, In some cases, a source may provide Information only on the condition that their Identity remains confidential. 

The new jOUmallst protection provisions strengthen the capacity of journalists to maintain the anonymity of their sournes 

by Introducing a presumption Iha! a journalist Is not compellable to give Identifying evidence when they have promised not 
lo disclose the identity of their source. As with the PCRP provisions. however, the protection afforded to journalists Is a 

qualified protection. The public Interest In the free flow of information and news must always be balanced against the 

public Interest in courts and tribunals being properly informed of all matters that could leglllmately effect their decisions. 

The bill achieves 11\is balance by outlining the circumstances in Whict, a person actJng judicially may direct that identifying 

evidence be given, notwithstanding the general presumption of non-compellability on the part of a Joumallsl. 

(iii) The Shield La•• and subpoemia 
102 The Shield Laws do nol conteln a provision which indicates that they are to be applied directly In respect of an obfaction to the production 

of document& under a subpoena. That Is a curious omission, to say the least, for two reasons. 

103 First, at least in so fer as the PCRP provisions are concerned, the Shield Laws were apparenUy modelled on the provisions In pt 3.10, div 
1A of the Evidence Aci 1995 (NSW). The journalists' protedlon provisions were enacted In response to the Evidence Amendment 

(JoumaHsts' Privt7ege) Act 2010 (Cth) end the Evidence Amendment (Joumelist Privilege) Act 2011 (NS\'l).52 The Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) 

and the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) each contain a prevision which expreuly extends the protections afforded by the substantive protection 

provisions to pre-trial procedures including subpOenas. Section 131A of the E~nce Act 1995 (NSW) expressly permlts an objection lo the 

production of documents under subpoena to ba determined by applying the protection provisions (that is, those aqulvelenl to the Shield 

Laws) 'as tr the objection to giving information or producing the document were an objection to the giving or adducing Of evidence'. Thef9 is 

nottilng In the seCOlld reading speech or explanatory memorandlllTl for the Bill to indicate the reason for the omission of an equivalent 

provision in the Shield Laws. 

104 Secondly, if the Shield Laws do not apply In respect of the production or documents under a sut>poena, the very protections the Shield 

Laws are designed to provide could be aigntrocanUy undermined, W not rendered nugatory. 

105 It may be that the Parliament considered th•t the Shield Laws were capable of direct appiicaUon in the cese of subpoenas, and that the 

Shield Laws, property oonstrued, have this effect. However, tt is not necessary to dedde the latter point because counsel for WAN made very 

clear that he did not contend that the Shield Laws applied directJy In this case, so as to permit WAN to apply to set aside the subpoena on the 

ba .. s set out In the Shield Laws. 
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(b) WAN'• contentions In relation to the Shleld uws 

106 Instead, counsel for WAN relied on the Shield Laws In two ways. First, he subm itted that the Shield laws were a further factor which, 

cumulatively with the other factot1 lo which I have a~eady referred, support the con clUSion tl\at the subpoena is oppressive. Counsel for 

WAN submitted that the Shield Laws provide a protection against the compulsory d isclosure or information, including information as to the 

Identity of an informant, which is provided in confidence lo a journalist. and the production of the subpoenaed documents would defeat the 
evident purpose of the Shield Laws, and would be oppressive or an abuse of process for that reason. 

107 Counsel for WAN submitted that the operation of the Shield Laws meant that W AN could not (by virtue of s 201) nor would not (unde< s 

2DC) be compelled to adduce or give evidence reflecting the information in the documents, or would have 'highly persuasive arguments' in 

the arbltrelion to resist doing so, and for that reason the subpoena served no legitimate purpose or was an abuse of process, or was 
oppressive. He also submitted that the pursuit of the subpoena In light of the Shield Laws constituted an attempt 10 cirt:umvent the operation 

of the Shield Laws because the docUmenls sought could not be adduced In evidence in the erbilration. 

108 Secondly, counsel for WAN submitted that WAN could not be compelled to produce the dOCuments sought under the subpoena, by wtua 
of the operation ofs 17(2) of the CA Act, when that provision is read in oonjunction with the Shield laws. He submitted thatthe effect of s 17 

(2) of the CA Act is that evidence which could not be given or produced to a court al trial (by virtue of the operation of the Shield Laws) 

cannot be the subject of an enforceable subpoena. Accordingly, ha submitted that s 17(2) requires a consioeralion of whether the doCUments 

sought could be produced to a court on the trial of an action, having regard lo the operation of the Shield laws. 

109 tt Is convenient to consider the meaning and operation of : 17(2) of the CA Act. before turning to consider whether the Shield Laws 

support the conclusion that the subpoena is oppressive or an abuse of process. 

(c) The me•nlng and operation of a 17(2) of the CA Act 

110 Counsel for WAN submitted Illa! s 17(2) provides a basis upon wNch a subpoena may be set aside. As I understood the submission, it 
was to the effect lhal s 17(2) makes clear that a subpoena that seeks to compel the giving of evidence or production of documents that could 

not be compelled to be given to, or produced lo, a court 'on the t~al of an action' is unenforceable. Consequently, It was submitted that the 

operation of the Shield Laws in 'the trial of an action' had to be considered, so that evidence that could not be given In, or produoed to, a 
court in a trial because or the operation of the Shield Laws could not be the subject of an enforceable subpoena, Irrespective of whether the 

Shield Laws actually apply In the forum for which the subpoena has been Issued (that is, the arbitraUon). 

111 Counsel for WAN submitted that the reference to 'the trial of an action' Indicated that the focus of s 17(2) is not on what would be 

admissible were the matters the subject of the arbitration heard by a court. In steed, he submitted that in considering whether the product/on 

of doa.ments under a subpoena would be compelled, the question was whether the documents could be produced having regard to the rules 

applicable to courts generally. Because the Shield Laws clearly apply to proceedings before the courts, counsel for WAN saws 17(2) as 

overcoming any potential Issues (in relation to s 20C of the Ev/aence Act in particular) as to whether the Shield Laws were capable of 

application in an arbitration. 

112 I am unable to accept the latter part of these submissions. 

113 Tlle questions raised by WAN's submissions do not appear to have been the subject of any Judicial consideration. Aceordingly, it Is 

necessary to construe those words using well established principles of statutory construciion. The starting point in the construction of any 

statutory provision is to consider the ordinary meaning of the words used, within their context.53 

114 In so far as tt concerns the production of documents, s 17(2) provides that a person 'shall nol be compefted' lo produce documents to an 

arbitrator under• subpoena issued under s 17(1) if the criterion Ins 17(2) Is satisfied. In other words, s 17(2) makes clear that a subpoena 
camot be enforced If the recipient of the subpoena coUld not be compelled to produce documents In the circumstances descnbed. A 

subpoena which could not be enforced should be set aside. In my view, s 17(2) confi""s that a subpoena whiCh Is Issued under s 17(1) may 

be set aside. 

115 Subsection 17(2) then goes on lo set out the circumstances In which a person will not be compelled lo produce documents under a 
subpoena in an arbitration. The cnterlon is relevantly whether the person could be compelled to produce the documents 'on the lrlal of an 

action'. Although there Is an ambiguity in this part of s 17(2), I have reached the conctusion that the words should be understood as refemng 

to whether the person could be compelled to produce lhe documents under a subpoena returnable on the trial of an action. Consequently, s 

17(2) confirms that the grounds on whiCh a subpoena Issued In respect of an action In the Court may be set aside will also apply in respect of 

a subpoena issued by the Court for the purpose of an arbitration. I have reached that conclusion for four reasons. 

116 First, lhal condusion is supported by a consideration of s 17(2) within the context of s 17 as a whole. The purpose of s 17 is clearly to 

enable a party to an arbitration a~emenl to secure the attendance c4' witnesses, or the production of documents, In an arbitration. 

Subsection 17(1) makes clear that the subpoena will be issued 'subject lo and in accordance with' the rules of court. The legislature has thus 

adopted, In a shorthand way, the provisions or the rules of court which govern the Issue of subpoenas. (Tho:,e provisions extend to 

applications to set aside a subpoena.54) As I have alraady observed, a 17(2) then goes on to provide for when a subpoena Issued by the 

Court will be enforceable, and sets out the circumstances in whlcll the recipient of the subpoena will not be compelled to produce the 

documents. In those circumstances, it Is lo be expected thal the grounds for setting aside a subpoena would be referable 10 the grounds on 

which a subpoena for the production of documents to a court might be set aside. 
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117 Secondly, the conclusion Is more consistent with existing authority in relation to s 17(2) and equivalent provisions elsewhere. In Re 
Commissioner of Water Resources55 Byrne J held that the equivalent provision in the Queensland commercial art,ijration koglslatlon at the 

time had the effect that 'the reach Of [subpoenas] when deployed In aid of arbitrations (Is) to ba co-extensive with their e!fec1 in ~tigation'.58 

Furthermore, existing authortty within Western Australia, while not addressing specifically the operation of s 17(2) of the CA Act, has 

proceeded on the basle that subpoenas issued In an arbitration may be set aside on the same bases as subpoenas Issued in proceedings 

before the Court.57 

118 Thirdly, in solar ass 17(2) refers to whether documents could be produced 'on the trial ol an action' those words appear to reflect tt,e 

position which existed when a 17(2) of the CA Act wes enacted, which was that II was not then possible to obtain the production ol 

documonts on subpoena prior to the trial of an action. Rather, the subpoena required the production of documents to the Court at the 

commane&ment ol the trial Of the action. 

119 Fourthly, WAN's contention contemplates that the Court would determine whether a subpoena in an arbitration should be set aside by 

reference to what would occur In the trial of any action, apparently without reference to the particular circumstances ol the arbitration and 

without taking into aocount the reasons why a document cannot be produced In a court (including cases - such ass 20C of the Evidence Ac! 

- where the provision on its face applies only to a court). The difficulty with that contention Is Immediately apparent. A decision as to whether 

documents will be required to be produced, or evidence given, in a trial of an action w ill always depend upon the particular legal principles 

applied to the particular facts of the case. 

120 Consequently, In my view, the effect ol s 17(2) Is that the well recognised bases for setting aside a subpoena in an action in the Court on 
the basis that It is an abuse of process - such as that the subpoena is oppressive or that the documents the subject of thO subpoena are 

privileged from productlon - apply also to eubpoenas Issued for the purpose of an art)Jtration. 

121 I tum, then, to consider WAN's submissions that having regard to the Shield Laws, the subpoena is oppressive or an abuse ol process. 

(d) Why the subpoena should be &et nlde on the basis t!Mlt It Is oppraulve and an abuu of proceH 

122 I understand the effect of WAN's submission to be that In considel1ng whether the subpoena is oppressive and an ebuse of process, I 

should oonsider whether the documents sought could be adduced In evidence, or whather an otncer of WAN could be compalkod to give 

evidence reflecting the content of those documents, In the art>itratlon. Counsel for WAN submitted that the eff•ct of the Shield Laws was that 

no such evidence could be adduced nor given in the arbitration pursuant to s 2DC and s 201 of the Evidence Act, and in those circumetances, 

to seek the production of the documents sought La'lder the subpoena was oppressive or an abuse of process. In addition, counsel for WAN 

submitted that the Shield Laws were a statutory example of a fUrther protection in respect of the documents sought, akin to the newspaper 
rule, and in thet sense advanced the submission as an analogy to the newspaper rule. 

123 Assessing the merit of WAN's submissions requires a consideration, fnt, of whether the Shield Laws would be capable of application to 

the documents sought, or to the information contained In those documents, and secondly, whether the likely application of the Shield Laws to 

the documents sought means that the subpoena is oppressive or an abtJse ol process 

124 WAN's contentions thus require consideration of the possible application of the Shield Laws. that Is, whether Mr Pennells or WAN could 

be compelled to give evidence reflecting the information in the documents, or whether the documents could be adduced In evidence, in the 

art>itration. However, the Shield Laws do not absolulely prohibit such evidence being adduced or given. In those ciraJmstencas, in order to 

conclude that the subpoena would be oppressive and an abuse of process, the Court would require a high degree of confidence that the 

Shield Laws would operate as WAN contends. Accordingly, it seems to me that unleH It can ba said that the Shield Laws would be very 

likely to apply with the result that the documents sought could not be adduced in evidence, or that neither Mr Pennella nor an off',cer al WAN 

could be compelled to give evidence reflecting the oontents ol the doannents sought, the conclusion could not be reached that the subpoena 

is oppressive and an abuse of power. 

125 It Is convenient to consider, firs~ the joumallsts' protection provisions. 

126 For the reasons set out below, I have concluded that having regard to the openition al the joumaists' protectiOrl provisions, the 

soopoena should be set aside on the groood that It ls oppressive and an abuse ol process, save to the extent that any of the documents 

sought contain information which has baen attributed In the Articles to a particular Informant or Informants. 

127 To explain that conclusion I deal with the following matters: 

(i) Are the Shield Laws capable DI applying, given that the Shield Laws commenced operation efler the art,itratlon had 

commenced and aner the subpoena had issued? 

(ii) Does the evidence support the conclusion that the documents sought contain identifying evidence as defined In s 201 of the 

Evidence Act? 

(iii) Does the evidene& support the conclusion that nelthar Mr Pennells nor WAN could be compelled to give that identifying 

evidence In the art>ttration, having regard to the journalists' protection provisions? 

(iv) II so, why would It be oppressive and an abuse of process to require the production of the documents sought under the 

subpoena, to the extent that they contain Identifying evidence? 
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(I} Are lh• Shield L•'" capable of applying """poral appl/callon? 
128 The journalists' protec1Ion provisions apply In relation to information givan by an informant whelher given before or after the 

commencement of those provlsions.58 However, those provisions do not apply In relation to a 'proceeding' the hearing of which began before 

the commencemenl of those provisions.II 

129 A 'proceeding' is defined for the purposes of the Evidence Act aa including an arbitration.so However, the definitions in the Evfdenoe Act 
apply 'unless the context or subject matter otherwise indicates or requires'.61 Counsel for HPPL submitted that the context and subject 

matter indicated that an arbitration of 1l'le kind in the present case was note 'proceed;ng' as defined in the Evidence Act, to which s 201 

applied. For the reasons explained below, nothing In the contexi or sub]ec1 matter suggests that the arbitration is not a 'proceeding' for the 

purposes of the journalists' protection provisions. 

130 Subsection 20H(1) draws a distinction between a 'proceeding' and 'the hearing' of that proceeding. The otdinary meaning of the wonl 

'hearing' Is capable of encompassing the trial of an action, as weU as those occasions on which evidence may be received or submissions 

made in order to resolve lnte~ocutory disputes within a proceeding. The word 'hearing' does not appear to be used with a consistent meaning 

throughout the Evidence Act. On some occasions it appears to refer to a final hearing or trial, while in other cases It appears to refer to a 

hearing of an interlocutory dispute.62 

131 In order to determine the meaning of tile word 'hearing' ins 20H(1) It Is therefore necessary to focus on the precise way that that word is 

used In that subsection. Section 20H(1) refers to 'the hearing' rather than 'a hearing' of a proceeding. That context supports the conclusion 

that the word 'hearing' Is there Intended to refer to the trial (or the equivalent substantive or final hearing) of the proceeding in quesUon. In 

other words, if a trial had already commenced when the Shield Laws came into operation, the Shield Laws would not apply in relation ta that 

proceeding. Other than In that circumstance, the journalists' protection provisions are capable of application ta all 'proceedings' to tile extent 

that the wotds used in those provisions permijs. 

132 Although the 'proceeding' in this case, namely the arbitration, has commenced, there was no evidence before the Court to suggest that 

the substantive hearing of the arbitration has commenced. In my view, thereto re, s 20H(1) does not operate to preclude the operation of the 

journalists' protection provisions in relation to the arbitration, if on their proper construciion those provisions are capable of applying In that 

context. 

(ii) Does the evid■nc• support rtr• conclusion lh•t lhe documenrs •ougllt conuain Identifying evknnc• as derin&tt ins WI ot the 

Evidence Act? 

133 To constiMe 'identifying evidence' for the purpose of s 201 of the Evidence Act, three requirements must be met. First, tile infonmation 
must disclose the identlty of a person, or permit that person's identity to be ascertained. Seoondly, the Information must Identify an 

'informant', Thirdly, it must be the case that a Journalist promised the informant that he or she would not disclose the Informant's identity. The 

evidence of Ml' Pennells supports the conciusion that the documents contain 'Identifying evidence' as described in s 201. Having regard to Mr 

Pennells' evidence that the production of the documents sought would involve the breach of an undertaking of conftdentlaffty Mr Pennella has 

givan to an informant (or informants), namety that he would keep the identity of that informant (or informants) canfldenUal, it can be inferred 

that the documents sought contain Information which identifies an individual or Individuals, or which would permit the Identity of an individual 

or individuals to be ascertained. 

134 In addition, Mr Pannells' evidence establishes that he was given Information from a number of people In the course of his work as a 

journalist and it can be Inferred that that information was given In tha expectation that it may be published in a news medium. In so far as the 

documents sought a>ntain Information which would identify any of those persons, that intonmatlon would Identify an infonmant. Those who 

gave Mr Pennells information, in that context. are I nformants' for the l)llrposes of s 201 of the Evidence Act. 

135 Further, Mr Pennells' evidence establishes thatthe documents sought contain information given to him on tile condition that he not 

disclose that information. or the name of the person who gave it to him, without their prior approval. His evidence w&a that disciollft of the 

documents sought would resutt in the breach of that obligation of confidentiality. 

136 Counsel for HPPL submitted that tile latter requirement was not met because Mr Pennells' evidence did not estebllsh that he was under 

an express or impi ed obligation not to diSdose the contents of a communication with Mr Hancock speciffcally.63 I am unable to agree with 

the foundation for this submission. I accept Mr Pennells' evidence that he reached agreement with more than one person that as a condition 

of their providing infonmatlon to him in the course of his employment as a journalls~ he would keep their Identity, and the Information they had 

provided, confidential. The link between that promise of confidentiality and the document• sought in tile subpoena is established by Mr 

Pennella' evidence that productlon of the documents under the subpoena would requino tim to breach an undertaking or undertakings of 

confidentiality which he has given. Given the specffic desc,iption of the documents sought in the subpoena, it is difficult to see how Mr 

Pennells oould have given evidence which was any more spacffic about the persons to whom he had given undertakings of confidentiality 

without breaching the very promises he had made to keep their Identity confidential. 

137 Counsel for HPPL also submitted that Mr Hancock could not be said to be an 'Informant' for the purposes of s 201 because his identity as 

a person who had provided information to Mr Pennells was already known and disclosed in the Articles.64 Counsel for HPPL submitted that 

forthe purposes of the Eviclence Act 199S (Cth) Wthe identity of a person as the source of Information Is already known, that person cannot 

considered an 'informant'.65 
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138 To the extent that WAN has In Its possession documents contalrlng infomlatlon w hich has been pubrished In the Articles, Including 

information which has been attributed to Mr Hancock in those Articles, clear1y any re•erence to Mr HancoCk in relation to thet information 

would not be amenable to the protection afforded by s 201 of the Evidence Act. Mr Hancock could not be conslden,d an Informant In respect 

of that information in the documents. 

139 However, as I have already observed, a person may provide Information to a jour nallst In circumstances where the person does not 

require that that information, or his or her Identity as its source, be kept confldential, On othar occasions, the same parson may give different 
information to a journalist on condition that the infomlation, or his or her Identity as ~s source, or both, be kept confidential 'Mlelher s 20t 

applies to information which is sought to be given In evidence wil depend upon whether that particular lnlot'matlon was given in the 

circumstances refenred to in s 201. 

140 In this respect, the purpose of s 201, ike that ot s 126H(1) of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) (which is in similar terms) is 'to ensure that a 

person who provides partiwtar lnfonmation can do so knowing that his or her Identity as Its source can be protected by the journalist because 

he or she is not oompellable to disclosure that Identity'.&& Acoordlngly, there must be a connection between the particular information to be 

produced, and the promise by the Journalist to keep confodentlal the idenUty of the informant as the source of that Information. Mr Pennell•' 

evidooce that production of the documents sought wotid Involve the breach of an und ertakilg of confidentiality given to a source or sources 

of the lnfonmation in those documents supports the conclusion that the information in at least some of the documents sought was received on 

condition that the Identity of the person who provided that information be kept confidential. 

(ii1J Does the evid■nc• support that conclusion that neither Mr Pann•II• nor WAN could be compel/ad lo give that Identifying 

evidence In Illa arl,llration, havltlfl regard lo Ille }ou11111/ists' protection provisions? 

141 This question requires a oonsideration of the application of• 201 itself, and of whether a direction would be likely to be gl\/8n under s 20J 

(1) in respect of the identifying evidence. 

142 Having regard ta the terms of s 201 and s 20J of the Evidence Act, to the terms Of the subpoena itself, and to Mr Pennells' evidence, end 

on the basis of the evidence befara me in relation ta the arbitration, I am persuaded that it Is \/8ry unlikely that Mr Pennells or en officer of 

WAN would be oompelled to give identifying evldenca whi<:h is contained in the docum ents sought 

143 The journalists' protection provisions apply so that a 'journalist', or a person for whom the Journalist w11 working at the time the Journalist 

gave the promise of confldentiality, Is not compellable ta give Identifying evidence. Having regard to the evidence of Mr Pennells, and of Mr 

Cronin, I accept tha1 Mr Pennella was working as a journalist for WAN at the time he received the information which Is contained In the 

documents sought 

144 In addition, s 201 apples when the evidence which would be given by the Journalist or his or her employer would reveal the Identity of the 

informant, or enable that person's Identity to be ascertained. The evidence ot Mr Penn ells is that the production of the documents sought 

would require him to reveal the Identity of the parson or persons Who gave him the Information In the documents, and that that would be a 
breach of his agreements with those persons not to disclose their Identity without their prior approval. (There Is no evidence to suggest tha1 

any such approval has been obtained.) 

145 It necessarily follows that s 201 of the Evidence Ad gives rise to a presumption that neither Mr Pennell& nor an officer of WAN oouk:1 be 

compelled to give o"'I evidence of the identifying evidence contained in the documents sought. 

146 However, as I have pointed out. the protection ln s 201 Is not absolute. It may be abrogated if a dir&etion is given under s 20J(1 ). 

ACCO<dlngly, in order to determine Whether Mr Pennetls or an off'ocer of WAN could be compelled to give evidence of the identifying evidence 

oontalned in the documents sought It Is also necessary to consider whether a oourt would give a direction under s 20J. 

Whether the joumaJists' proteclion provisions are capable of applying in the arbitration 

147 A direetfon will be given under s 20J(1) only if the criterion In a 2DJ(2) is met. That criterion Is that a 'person acting judlcially' must be 

satisfied that having regard to the Issues to be determined in the proceeding, the public interest in the disclosure of the Identity of the 

informant outweighs the likely adverse -et of the dlsdosure on the informant or any other person, and the public inten,st in the 

communication of facts and opinion• to the public by the news media, and the ablltty of the news media to aoc:&ss sources of facts. 

148 Counsel for HPPL submitted that It was by no means clear that a private arbitrator appointed under an arbitration agreement is a person 

acting judicially. I am unable to accept that submission. A 'person acting judicially' Is 'any person having, in Western Australia, by law or by 

consent of parties, aulhority to hear, receive. and examine evidence'.67 Furthermore, to 'act Judicially' is to act justly and fainy.'8 Having 

regard to cl 20.2 of the Hope Downs Deed, and to s 19 and a 22 of the CA Act, I am satisfied that the arbitrator is a parson who, with the 

consent of the partles to that Deed, has authority to hear, mcalve and examine evidence, and who Is a person acting Judicially. for the 

purposes of s 20J(1) of the Evidence Act. 

149 Counsel for HPPL also submitted that by virtue of s 19(3) of the CA Act (which provides that the arbitrator is not bOund by the rules of 

evidence) the arbitrator would not be bound to apply s 201 of the Evidence Act.69 J do not accept that submission, for thrae reasons. First, s 

19(3) of the CA Act refers to the rules of evidence, and not to the Evidence Act Itself. Secondly, 'al of the provisions' of the Evidence Act 
apply to every legal proceeding, except Where the contrary intention appears.70 In my view, • 19(3) ot the CA Act does not express a 
contrary intention with respect to the provisions ol the Evidence Act. Furthermore, even ifs 19(3) of the CA Act may be construed as 
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expressing an intention to exclude the operation of the Evidence Act more generally. s 20H(3) of the Evidence Act makes clear that the 

joumellsts' protection provisions apply to a person acting judicially 'even if the law by which the person has authority to hear, receive and 

examine evidence provides that the Evidence Act does not apply to the proceeding'. Clearly the Partiament intended that the journalists' 

protection provisions would have a wide application, oonsistent with the Importance of the public interest underlying those provisions. 

150 Finally, I understood counsel for HPPL to submit that the factors ins 20J(2), s 20J(3), and s 20K(1)(g) of the Evidence Act cast doubt on 

whether the journalists' protection provision would operate in the context of the arbltration.71 I do not see why the factors in s 20J(2) end (3) 

are incapable of application within the oontaxt of an arbitration. And in relation to s 20K (1 )(g), there Is no evidence of any misconduct on the 

part of any Informant or on the part of Mr Pennells or any olher journalist which would render the joumalisls' protection provisions 
inapplicable In the arbitration in this case. 

Competing public interests 

151 The balancing exercise contemplated bys 20J(2) involves the weighing of competing public interests to determine~ a direction will be 

given to a journalist or his or her employer to give identifying evidence. On the one hand, s 20J(2) directs attention to the public interest In the 

communication of facts and opinions to the public by the news media, and the ability of 1he news media to access sources of facts. The 

enactment of the Shield Laws, of itseW, confirms that this Is a strong public interest and the passage from the Seoond Reading Speech for 

the Bill which Is set oul above confirms that this strong public Interest was a key reasor, for the enactment of the Journalists' protection 
provisions. 

152 On the other hand, s 20J(2) recognises that in some cases other public Interests may outweigh this public Interest in the communication 

of facts and opinions by the media. Section 20J(2) refers to the 'public Interest in the disclosure of the identity of the informant'. This phrase 

appears to encompass a variety of other public Interest considera1ions, the nature of which can be discerned from the factors ins 20J(4), 

such as the public interest In 1he administration of justice (which is usually served by all evidence relevant to the determination of a matter 

being before the trier of fact), the public interest in a fair tnal for a person accused of a criminal offence, and the public interest in the 
maintenance of national security or the seOJrity of the State. 

The factors for consideration in s 20J(4) 

153 A person acting judicially Is required to take Into account a large number of considerations to determine whether a direction should be 

given under s 20J(2) that the journalist or his or her employer give identifying evidence. 

154 There is limtted Information before this Court in relation to those factors. However. such information as Is available leads me to conclude 

that it is very unlikely that a direction would be given under s 20J(2) of the Evidence Act, for the following reasons. 

155 In so far as the matters in s 20J(3)(a) and (b) are concerned, on the information available, and partlcula~y without any indication of the 

content of any documents which might be produced, it is dlfflcult to reach a conclusion about the likely probalive value, or importance. of the 

identifying evidence in the arbitration. However. having regard to the description of the documente sought in the subpoena, the revelalion of 

the Identity of the informant with respect to the information in those doOJmente may have a slgnllicant probative value in rela1ion to the 

allegations of breach of the Hope Downs Deed. However, it Is also difficult to gauge the likely importance of such identifying information In 

the art>itration, partlcula~y in the absence of any information about other evidence which may be available in the •rb~ratlon. Having said that, 

it appears - from the fact that the arbitration has commenced, and that allegations of the breach of the Hope Downs Deed have been made -

that HPPL anticipates that the content of the documents sought may constitute evidence which would supplement existing evidence it already 

has In relation lo alleged breaches of the Deed, or may lead to lines of inquiry about other possible breaches of the Deed, 

156 The same conclusion follows in respect of s 20J(3)(d) -which looks to the availability of any other evidence concerning the matters to 

whiCh the idenlifying evidence relates. The fact that the arbitration has been commenced suggests that evidence already exists of alleged 

breaches of the Hope Downs Deed, and identifying information in the documents would at besl supplement that existing evidence. 

157 As for s 20J(3)(c), the limited information available to the Court In relation to the nature and gravity of the matters the subject of the 

arbitration means that it is also not possible lo form a view about those matters, other than to obserw the matter involves a civil dispute 

(rather than the prosecution of a criminal offence where the liberty of an individual might be at stake) and that the subject matter of the 

dispute concerns, amongst other things, alleged breaches of their obligations by the parties to the Hope Oowns Deed, and the consequences 
of those breaches. 

158 As for s 20J(3)(e), there is limited evidence as to the likely effect of disclosure of the identifying evidence. There is no information about 

the harm that might be caused to an informant If evidence were given of the identifying informalion. However, there is evidence of the likely 

effect of disclosure on Mr Pennells, namely that disclosure of the identifying evidence would constitute a breach of a fundamental ethical 
obligation on him as a journalist. 

159 Jn relalion to the matters refemsd to In s 20J(3)(f], it is difficult to :,ee how ancillary orders might be made to limit the harm or extent of the 

harm whiCh might be caused W the Identifying evidence were given. This would not be a case, for example, where the identity of an Informant 
could be protected by the use of a pseudonym. 

160 There is no evidence to suggest that disclosure of identifying information of the kind which may be contained in the documents sought 

would have any effect on prosecutions, or investigations, of the kind referred to in s 20J(3)(g) of the Evidence Act. 
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161 As for s 20J(3)(h), which looks to whether the substance of the Identifying evidence has already been disclosed by the Informant or any 

other person, it is apparent from Mr Pennells' evidence that to the extent that he has p ublished information In the Artldes, that Information 

was not subject to any agreement, either as to the confidentiality of the information its elf, or as to the confidentlanty of the identity of the 

Informants who provided that Information. Accordingly, as I have already obse111ed, tt-:et Information could not constitute ldantifying 

Information for the purposes of s 201 of the Evidence Act. There is no evidence that the identifying evidence which Is contained in the 

doalments sought has been dillciosed by the informant or by any other person. 

162 There is nothing to suggest that there exists any rlsk to national or State security as referred to In s 20J(3){i). 

163 As for s 20J<3)ij), there Is no evidence to support the conclusion that there has been any misconduct (as defined in s20K) on the part of 

any Informant, or on the part or Mr Pennells, in obtaining, using, giving or receiving the Information In question. 

164 Taking an of these factors Into accoun~ I return to the balancing exercise contemplated bys 20J(2). There are some factors which would 
tend to support the public interest in the disclosure of the identity of the Informant in this case. The arbitration Involves a clvll dispute, and the 

identifying infomlalion in the documents soug~ if given in evidence, appears likely to have signifi<:ant probative value in respect of the 

al egations of braact, of the Hope Downs Deed. However, the strength of this consideration is ameliorated by the fact that It appears that this 
ldent~ylng evidence would supplement existing evidence already available in raspect of the alleged breaches or the Deed. (I note that In New 

Zealand, where similar legislation has been enacted, It has been held that where a prosecution has sufficient evidence or the identity of an 

informant from other sources, it Is unikely that a <irectlon would be given to a jot.malls\ to give identifying evidence.72) 

165 On the other aide of the equation, there is no evidence as to the likely effect of the disclosure or the Identifying evidence on any 

informant, but there Is evidence that dlsdosure of Ille identifying information would Involve requiring Mr PenneMa to breach a fundamental 

ethical obligation. In addition, there is the strong public interest in the communication of factors and opinions to the public by the news media 

and In the ability of the news media to aocess sources of facts. In my view, the presumptive right to the protection ins 201 should not be 

departed from lightly, end only efter a careful weighing up of the competing considerations.73 

166 Having weighed these competing considerations, I am not satisfied that the public Interest In the disdosure by Mr Pennells or WAN of 

identifying Information of the kind contained In the documents sought, would outweigh the ikely adverse effect of that disclosure by Mr 
Pennel& and the public intereet in the communication of facts and opinions to the public by the news media, and the abHity of the news media 

to accass sources of facts. 

167 Accordingly, I accept WAt-rs submlsskln that" Is highly unlikely that either Mr Pennella or an officer of WAN would be compelled to give 

evidence of identifying information of the kind contained in the documents sought in the course of the arbitration. 

(w} In those c/n:um•t•mces, why would It be opp, .. slve •rtd an abuse of proceas to require the production of ltle documents 
sought under me •ul>poena, to the r,xtent that they contain idantlfylng evid,mce? 

166 Having regard to the conclusions set out above, I have reached the view that to require the production of the documents sought would be 

oppressive and an abuse of process. To require the production of the documents sought under the subpoena would permit HPPL to obtain 
access to identifying information in circumstances where neither Mr Pennell• nor any officer of WAN could be compelled to give evidance of 

that kind In the arbitration itself. In my view, to permit the subpoena to be used In that way would constitute an abuse of process because it 

would wholly undermine the protection afforded to the identifying evidence under s 201 of the Evident:e Act.74 

169 In react,ing this conclusion, I have not overlooked the fact that there are a number of competing arguments which suggest that the 

subpoena does not constitute en abuse of process In the present circumstances. Some of these were referred to by counsel for HPPL in the 

course of his submissions. 

170 First. as t have alraady noted, the Parliament did not Include within the Evidence Act a provision in similar terms to s 131A of the 
Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). That omission might suggest a deiberate decision by the Parliament not to extend the proteclion provisions to 

subpoenas. However, there Is nothing in the Shield Laws themselves, or In the second reading speech or explanatory memorandum for the 

BIii, to support that conclusion. An alternative conclusion is that the Parliament Intended that the Shletd Laws would apply dlnsCUy to pre-trial 

subpoenas, even In the absence of a provision equivalent to s 131A of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). Another possibifity Is that the 

Parliament unintentionally omitted to indude such a provision. In these circumstances, there is in my view nothing to preclude the conclusion 

that the subpoena constitutes an abuse of process. 

171 Secondly, there is no doubt that the argument that the subpoena constitutes an abuse of process would be stronger~ the protecllons 

afforded by the Shield Laws were absolute. They are not. However, s 201 of the Evidence Act establishes a presumption that a joumallst or 

!is or her employer cannot be compelled to give Identifying evidence, and the evidence avallabte does not support the conclusion that that 

presumption would be likely to be negated In relation to the Identifying evidence in this case. 

172 Thirdly, I have not overlooked the fact that the subpoena has been issued In advance of the arbitration heamg, and the purpoff& for 

which a subpOena may be issued prior to trial extend well beyond obtaining evidence whleh may be used In the trial. The authorities to which 
I have alraady referred make dear that a legitimate foransic purpose of a subpoena In such circumstances is to obtain material whlct, may 

lead to further lines of enquiry relevant to the issues In dispute, or to obtain material which ultimately will permit an assessment of tne 

strengths and weaknesses of the case, as weY ea to obtain material which may ultimately be used In the trial, either for the purposes of cross 

examination, or for admission Into evidence. However, notwithstanding those wider forensic purposes for the subpoena, the Impact of the 

subpoena on WAN, having regard to the legislative landscape that now prevails following the enactment of the Shield Laws. camot be 

ignored. 
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173 Fourthly, the anaty&ls of whether Iha foumaisls' protaction provisions might apply if Mr Pennens or an officer of WAN were caned to g!ve 

evidence In the arbilratlon involves considering the Issues In the arbitration, when those proceedings are apparently at an earty stage, and 

when the Court does not have all of the information which would be available to the arbitrator. However, the application falls to be determined 
on tti- basis of the Information the partles have chosen to put before the Court. Within the confines of those circumstances, the Court's role is 

nevertheless to ensure that Its proca&aes are utilised In the arbitration In accordance wlth the law. 

174 Fifthly, I have not overlooked the fact (as I have noted above) that private Interests in maintaining the confidenUalify of information in 

documents sought under a subpoena wil ordinarily give way ta the pubi c Interest in the admioistratton of justice.75 However, the enactment 

of the Shield Laws means that the confidenUallty of information provided to joUmallsts by informants is no longer (if it ever was) a matter of 

purely private interests, but is now recognised as a strong public Interest, which may outweigh other public Interests which apply in relation to 

the production of documents for the purposes of litigation. 

175 Nolwithstariding these considerations, I have reached the condusian that If Mr Pennons, or an officer of WAN, were called to give 

Identifying evidence of the same kind as Is contained in the documents sought, then on the basis of the information presently available, it is 

very unlikely that they could be compelled to do so. To require the production of documents containing the same identifying information under 

a subpoena would negate the very protection that the Palfiamant has sought to aeate . All a fitigant would need to do ta avoid the protection 
in s 201 woutd be to subpoena a joumaist's notes In advance of a trial. 

176 I would, however, emphasise that the conclusion I have reached in this case is entirely confined ta its facts. both as to the terms of the 

subpoena Ilse~. the nature of the issues in dispute in the arl!itration, and the evidence before the Court. The resutt in this case does not 

mean that a SUbpaena for the production of documents held by a ;oumalist or his or her employer could never be enforced. 

177 The condusion I have reaclled means that it Is unnecessary ta consider the possible operation of the PCPR provisions. The terms of 

those provisions raise a n..-nber of additional, diffocult quastlans aboot their operation in circumstances of the present kind. Those questions 

should be left far another day. 

8, Why WAN'• apprrcatlon ta re-open. to permit It to make •11bmlssions that the CA Act does not apply to the trbltratlon - was 
dlam1ued. 

178 By Chamber Summons dated 9 July 2013, WAN made an application to re-open the proceedings so that WAN oauld make submluions 

to the effect tha1 this Court did not have jurtsdictlan pursuant to the CA Act to Issue the subpoenas, and continued to lack Jurtsdiclion to deal 

with the subpoenas that Issued, by virtue of the operation of the tntemaliona/ AltJitration Act 1974 (Cth) (IA Act) (the jurisdictional argument). 

179 In short, the jurisdictional argument that WAN sought to advance was that the Model Law (namely the UNCITRAL Model Law on 

International Commercial Arbitration adapted by the United Nations Commission an International Trade Law, which is set out in Schedule 2 to 
the IA Act) applies to the arbitration because the Hope Dawns Deed Is an international arblltlltion agreement within the terms of the Model 

Law. and s 21 of the IA Act applies so that the CA Act does not apply ta the arbitration . 

180 I heard WAN's application to re-open on 25 July 2013. At the condustan of that heartng I made an order that WAN'• application should 

be dismissed, and indicated that I would provide my reasons for that decision in coojuncuon with my reasons for decision in respect of Its 

application ta set aside the subpoena. These are my reasons for my decision to dismiss WAN's application to re-open. 

181 In this section of my reasons, I deal with the following matters: 

(a) principles in relation to applications to re-open; 

(b) factors relevant ta the exercise of the discretion ta re-open In this case; and 

(c) WAN'a foreshadowed JuriSdicUonal argument: WAr./s contention that the IA Act applies to the arb~ratlon In this case. 

l•l Prtnclples In nlatron ta appllcatlona ta re-open 
182 A court deariy has power to re-open a case after a hearing has concluded but befcn juidgment is delivered for the purpose of heari'lg 

additional submissions or admitting new or addhlanal evidence. The decision to do so involves an exercill<! of discretion. WAN sought to re

open Its case to advance legal submissions to the efl'ect that the Court did not have jurisdiction to Issue the subpoena or to deal with the 
subpoena, on the basis that that Jurisdiction had been excluded by a 21 of the IA Act. However, in order to make that submission, WAN would 

need ta demonstrate that Iha factual basis for the application of the IA Act existed, and hence It would need to adduce addltional evidence in 

support of that submlsaion. For that reason, although WAN's application ta re-open was primarily for the purpose of advancing a legal 

submission, its application to re-open was for the purpose of adducing further evidenoe. 

183 A variety of factors wil be relevant to the exercise of the discretion to re-open. The guiding principle ta whether the Interests of Justice are 

better served by allowing, or rejecting, the application to re-opan.76 Other factors which wilt be relevant Include: 

(i) the time at Wl'ich the application Is made Oeave ta re-open will more readiy be given where the apptication is made after 

judgment has been reserved and befora judgment has been glven77); 
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(•) the ikely prejudice to Iha party resisting the appNcation; 

(iY) the public Interest in the finality of litigation and the clear expectation that parties wlU advance all of their arguments at the 

time of the heartng;78 

(Iv) case management prtnclples, especially the need for the Court to manage litigation efficiently, having regard to the llm~ed 

resources of the courts and Iha demand for those resources. 71 

184 In the case of an application to re-open to admit fresh evidence, additional faciors will be relevant, Including: 

(Y) why that evidence was not called at the healing, and in partioJlar whether a deliberate decision was made not to car i~ or 

whether the evidence would have been available had reasonable diligence been exercised;80 

(vi) the materiality of the evidence to the Issues in dispute and whether the admission of the evidence would have produced a 

different resutt.81 

185 In addition, in a case where the argument sought to be advanced concerns whether the court has Jurisdiction, in my view a court would 

be slow to refuse leave to re-open and determine that ques~on. at least where it appeared that the jurisdictional argument may have some 

merit, or was at least arguable. 

(b) Factors relevant to the exercise of the discretion to re-open in this case 

186 I concluded that the interests of Justice would not be seJVed by granting WAN leave to re-open tts case, having regard to the following 

considerations. 

187 Fir61. atthough judgment has not yet been dativered, argument had been concluded and ilJdgment reseJVed for soma weeks before WAN 

brought Its application tor leave to ra-open its casa. That application was made well over a year after the subpoena was served on ~

Furthennore, there had already bean a significant delay In the resolution of WAN's application to set aside the subpoena, occasioned by the 

re-opening of the case to permit the parties to make submissions in relation to the effect of the Shield Laws. 

188 Secondly, in these cin:umstancas there was a strong public Interest In the finamy of this litigation, bearing in mind of course that it Is 

simply an adjunct to the arbitration In respect of which the subpoenaed documents are sought. 

1 B9 Thirdly, the only explanation fOr WAN's failure to adVance Its jurisdiciional argument, and to adduce the evidence It needed In support of 

that argument, In the course of the hearing of Its substantive application was the failure by Its legal representatives to identify the potential 

argument. It is apparent from the affida~s fded In support of WAN's appliceUon to re-open that efforts have only been made recently to 

obtain evidence in support of that argument. However, there has been ample time for Its legal representatives to consider and canvas ell 

arguments on which they wished to rely In support of WAN'a application to sat aside the subpoena. The nature of the additional evidence put 

forward In the application to re-open Is such that It Is difficult to envisage any reason why this evidence would not have been able to be 

obtained earlier, had WAN considered it necessary to do so. 

190 Fourthly, the additional evidence disclosed by WAN in the hearing of the appicabon to ro-open, suggested that putting that evidence at 

its highest, WAN had only a weak evldentiary basis for its jurisdictional argument. As I have already indicated, WAN's Jurisdictional argument 

depends firstly on whether the Hope Downs Deed Is an international arbitration agreement. The evidence produced by WAN In relation to this 
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